
On Monday, 10/14, Communispace/Boston hosted its traditional “Take your 
Kid to Work Day (TYKTWD)” for about 60 kids between 2 and 14 years old. 
Activities included a presentation by Siobhan Dullea, who encouraged kids to 
share their passions and get thinking about what they want to be when they 
grow up, as well as a Big Talk with Bill Alberti. In addition, there were scavenger 
hunts, Scholastic focus groups, a Zumba class, arts and crafts, ice cream and a 
special appearance by a local radio host. It was a fun-filled day for both kids 
and parents, who all left with a smile on their faces and a goodie bag for the 
road. Many Cspace kids also left under the impression that their parents “watch 
movies, do Zumba and eat ice cream all day,” and can’t wait to return next year. 

Continue to page 4 for the complete story...

The London Office 
recently launched 
Impact Awards.  To 
learn who won, go 
to page 2.
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Parenting Cspace-Style:
Take Your Kids to Work Day and Beyond
Maria Vasallo, Contributing Writer

When faced with the prospect of a month-long hiatus from work, email, and 
Jack Cahill’s latest office Q&A, it’s easy to see how Cspacer reactions might be 
mixed. What lofty projects should one tackle in those thirty days away from 
290 Congress Street? What riotous Cultural Committee events will one miss 
while “OOO”?

Never fear. Diane Hessan, Siobhan Dullea and Julie Wittes Schlack have paved 
the way for other soon-to-be sabbatical-ees (David Savage, Elizabeth Roberts 
and Viktoriya Zhabinskaya, to name a few) with their respective May, August 
and September sabbaticals. As Siobhan puts it, “Don’t overthink your sabbati-
cal. It’s a month away from work—paid! And P.S.: It’s okay to not miss work 
while you’re gone.”

Continue to page 3 to learn how they spent their time... 

The Real Scoop: Cspace Sabbaticalsin this issue
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Could treadmills be 
coming to the Boston 
office soon? Flip to 
page 11 to f ind 
out!

Want to know what 
happens across the 
pond?  Hear all about  
it from an ambassa-
dor’s perspective on 
page 6.
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The Impact Awards were launched in the London 
office in July, and from the two bi-monthly pre-
sentations that have occurred thus far there have 
been 33 submissions and 128 nominations, cov-
ering 67 employees and 24 different clients. It is 
safe to say that even in their infancy the awards 
have not only generated an air of excitement 
around the office but have also been key in com-
municating the most impactful client work we’ve 
carried out and the methods used to get results.

The criteria for a winning an award is simple: The 
work carried out for the client has to have changed what the cli-
ent did as a result of our efforts. Each piece of work is scrutinised 
by a jury made up of a rolling cross-section of 12 staff across both 
teams and hierarchy. The only two constants in the jury are Rich-
ard Bowden-Doyle aka “Chairman MAOden-Doyle” and myself, JP 
Matthews, the self-dubbed “Shark Tamer Secretary”.

Recognition in London: The launch of the Impact Awards

John Paul Matthews,  
Contributing Writer

Aviva travel insurance game-changer concepts
The Aviva team created several concepts that all have the potential to turn the travel insurance industry on its head. Two 
of the concepts have been put through to stage gate two and are currently being quant tested. The first of these is called 
‘Take 2’;  whereas traditional insurance covers the cost of flights, the hotel and hospitalisation, this product insures the 
whole holiday so you can have an entirely new holiday if your previous one is ruined. The second is called ‘Globe’ which 
effectively is insurance with a free data bundle when you go abroad, to ensure you stay connected as well as have instant 
access to your insurer. 

Orange Pioneers
This team produced four killer concepts that would allow Orange to own a part of the booming social media space by 
inventing the future of messaging. The fact that two of the concepts were put into the innovation pipeline and that one 
of those is going to market this year, really showed how they were able to translate the consumer insights into truly im-
pactful products.

EE Clone Phone
As people become increasingly reliant on their smartphones, the prospect of losing their phones is unbearable. Our co-
creators described this as the ‘oh sh*t moment,’ recognising that we value our content as much as the phone itself. Clone 
Phone is an insurance product that delivers an exact replica of your phone within 24 hours.  The launch of this innovative 
product sold to over 250,000 customers, generating £30 million new revenue stream to EE in the first 6 months. To date 
30,000 phones have successfully been replaced; the proposition is demonstrating genuine value for EE customers. 

Fabulous Magazine Refresh
We re-designed one of the UK’s top women’s magazines with their consumers. The redesign saw a huge spike in inter-
est; on average readers now more read more of the mag and find it more satisfying. The new mag has also delivered the 
best ever brand metrics (relevance, satisfaction) among under-35 women. This work also made the insight team super 
famous; one debrief attendee raved about it in Media Week and the Editor of Fabulous promoted to new role with un-
der-35 women after the success! News International has found such value in our work that they have commissioned two 
copycat projects for other titles.

Gervais Decouverte Yoghurts
Gervais’ 100g yoghurt has been unprofitable for a number of years. The factories have to produce a 100g product be-
cause the production lines are set up. They had no idea what to do with this 100g pot. That’s where we came in. With 
our community we created a new range of discovery yoghurts for 6-9 year olds to taste exotic ‘grown up’ textures and 
flavours. This concept gained some of the highest BASES tests Danone had ever seen, the product was fast tracked and 
is now available on the shelves. 

If you would like to find out more about the awards please get in touch. I’ll be more than happy to help. We are constantly 
developing the awards and want to make sure we communicate the great work with you all, so please listen out as there 
is plenty more where this came from!

Awards On-Display
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...Continued from page 1
Julie Wittes Schlack admits outright that her sabbatical plan 
was “nothing dramatic. I went to the Berkshires for a week, 
hung out with family, and spent two weeks swimming and 
writing at Walden Pond.” Before preparing to leave the of-
fice, Julie suddenly realized she had not taken more than 
two consecutive weeks off since her daughter was born. Her 
daughter just turned thirty.

When reflecting on why her sabbatical was worthwhile, Julie 
says wonderingly, “It’s surprising what impact can be made 
by simply lifting your head up. If you want to go volunteer 
in Africa or build a house—fabulous—but what the sabbati-
cal gave me was time to pay attention to the world around 
me, rather than just ‘getting through the day.’ It has positive 
implications for the company. You read books you would not 
have read… you feel more alert! I have more ideas now and 
have more to bring to the table post-sabbatical.”

Siobhan certainly chewed through books she otherwise 
would not have read during her August sabbatical in Cape 
Cod. Siobhan proudly states that she read 35 books in 30 
days—“None with any redeeming qualities, honestly. And 
you know what? It was great.” Beach reading aside, Siobhan’s 
main focus for her sabbatical was primarily physical: work-
ing with a personal trainer and her children towards their 
upcoming karate black belt qualifying tests.
 
“My kids and I are brown belts and we anticipate getting 
our black belts at the end of next year. It’s a multi-year pro-
cess. I needed the foundation I built from my sabbatical to 
feel strong enough to keep my training going. I’ve had so 
many false starts when it comes to my fitness training, and 
in hindsight, I think it’s because it was so difficult to dedicate 
time to build a foundation.” Siobhan recounts the exhaustive 
work-outs the trainer put her family through with relish: “We 
would meet him on the beach, and he would have us doing 
step-ups with rocks! I have never pushed my body so hard. It 
was intense, but it was also fantastic.”

The family dynamic is different (in a good way) when there 
aren’t any time constraints, Siobhan notes. It’s easier to un-
plug completely with four weeks off than a single week of 
vacation, and even a “do-er” like Siobhan found herself feel-
ing spontaneous and relaxed. “We were on the beach one 
day, and my son said, ‘What time is it—when are we going 
home?’ And I responded, ‘I don’t know—and who cares!’ I’m 
not wired that way, and it was such a nice change for me! I 
am always ‘on’, and that was huge during the sabbatical—
not feeling guilty about something I should be doing.”
Diane’s Florida golf sabbatical may have been back in May, 
but following the success of her daily lessons, Diane contin-
ues to play every weekend. “Anybody who plays golf knows 
this: you’re bad, you’re bad, you’re bad—and when you start, 
you don’t even know how to hold a club. But suddenly, it all 
clicks. The first time you drive that ball into the distance, it’s 
magical. And you realize that while you never thought you 
would be able to play… now you’re suddenly doing it.”

Diane is quick to caveat that an upcoming sabbatical 
shouldn’t cause employees to feel pressured to do some-
thing big. “The reason we’re doing this is because if you’ve 
been here for ten years, you’ve worked your butt off! The 

purpose of a sabbatical is not enrichment—we simply think 
you deserve to take a big, long break to get refreshed.”
 
For Diane, a CEO who volunteers, mentors and serves on a 
variety of boards in addition to working seven days a week to 
grow the Communispace business, it can be rather difficult 
to disconnect.

“I thought that if I got away from the business for a month, 
I’d be hit with big Communispace-related revelations,” she 
says with a chuckle. “Instead, I found myself simply waking 
up, reading the paper, having my golf lesson, practicing, and 
then hitting the gym. But you know what? I had no anxiety 
about leaving everyone for a month. It’s great to feel dis-
pensable for once. I always say I trust my colleagues, but it’s 
wonderful to put your money where your mouth is and leave 
the business in such capable hands.” 

Did Diane find the time away meaningful? “Well, here it is 
November, and I still feel different than I did back in April. 
It’s unbelievably great to clear your mind like that.” Forget 
Follies’ Photoshopped homage to Girls Gone Wild and Can-
cun—is Diane envisioning becoming a regular down on the 
Florida golf circuit anytime soon? “I loved every single day of 
my sabbatical,” she says with a smile. “But I’m definitely not 
ready to retire and hit golf balls every day. It’s nice to know 
that it was just a break—and I’m certainly glad to be back at 
Communispace!”

Communispace’s tireless CEO still wants to learn another 
language or teach herself to play an instrument during her 
next sabbatical. But until then, if anyone is thinking of hitting 
the links and is in need of a golf partner, well… you know 
who to call.

To share your thoughts about Communispace’s sabbatical 
program or to ask further questions about Diane, Siobhan, 
or Julie’s sabbaticals, please visit OurCommunispace, where 
you’ll find a brand-new “Scoop on Cspace Sabbaticals” discus-
sion.

The Real Scoop: Cspace Sabbaticals

While these Cspacers aren’t quite yet at the ten-year 
mark, the sabbatical send-off will be approaching be-
fore they know it for Bill Alberti and Andrea Evans. 
What types of adventures do Cspacers feel would be 
the perfect match for these senior officers?

• Bill Alberti: A silent yoga retreat in the remote 
mountains of Nepal certainly sounds like Bill’s 
cup of tea, right? A peaceful land free from voice-
overs, filled with organic quinoa and kale and five 
hours of balancing tree pose. Simply delightful. 

• Andrea Evans: What could this VP of Client and 
Consumer Services possibly enjoy more than see-
ing the continental US from behind the wheel of a 
rock band’s tour bus, right? Fast food, mosh pits, 
and heavy metal? Clearly, Andrea would delight at 
the opportunity to style her luscious locks into a 
blue or pink Mohawk. 

Where should they go...

Merrily E. McGugan, Editor-in-Chief Emeritus


